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For over a millennium Western society has attempted to establish clear codes of ethics in 
business, politics, personal relationships, religion, and even warfare. But what about a land 
use ethic? What does modern society have to say on the topic of ethics about our lands? 

On a small farm in Massachusetts, farmer Jono Neiger is planting chestnut trees where he 
might have just planted corn or row crops. Once a staple crop of many Native American 
tribes, chestnuts provide much more than just lyrical opportunities in Christmas songs. Like 
a keystone endangered species in a national park, towering trees can anchor the success of 
a revolutionary agricultural practice that uses the noblest of ethical codes regarding the 
humble farmer’s acre. 

Neiger, is just one of a number of American and European farmers facing the environmental 
challenges of the 21st century by looking backward toward the stewardship and land-use 
principles of the famed American conservationist Aldo Leopold, author of an essay 
called The Land Ethic. 

“A land ethic,” he wrote in his magnum opus of the same name, “…reflects a conviction of 
individual responsibility for the health of the land”. 

These American chestnut trees, a species almost completely extinct  after a twentieth 
century blight tore their numbers down from 4 billion to a few individuals, will not only 
represent a step toward restoring North American chestnut ecosystems, but also plants the 
foundation for Neiger of what is called a system of “agroforestry,” “multi-story cropping,” or 
“permaculture” on his farm. 

The nuts falling from their limbs will be one of his most critical crops, but only one of many 
in what will be a cyclical and regenerative agricultural practice that brings the field and the 
forest together, securing the food production of the former to the environmental services of 
the latter. 

“Trees fit in well in many places where it’s not suitable to do tillage agriculture. You can use 
hillsides, where—any time regular monoculture agriculture occurs—it causes a lot of 
erosion and soil loss. Having trees in these places slows erosion, starts to rebuild soil, and 
sequesters more carbon,” farmer Neiger tells the BBC. 

https://amzn.to/391YpSR
https://www.aldoleopold.org/about/the-land-ethic/
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/towering-chestnut-tree-found-in-maine-could-help-save-the-nearly-extinct-species/
https://www.bbc.com/future/bespoke/follow-the-food/how-farming-in-forests-could-sustain-the-planet.html


 

In terms of producing food, his chestnuts are a great source of carbohydrate—like corn or 
wheat—only more nutrient-dense and growing higher up rather than down below. They 
were once very commonly ground into flour for baking bread, and they also provide hogs 
and wild forest creatures with a predictable and bountiful food source. Opting against a 
traditional farmer’s beige and yellow crop monopoly also frees up the forest floor for more 
diverse kinds of cash crops, as well as medicinal herbs and fungi. 

Neiger chose papaws, persimmons, and elderberries that will grow and produce food while 
he waits for his chestnut trees to reach the necessary age and size. Furthermore, the ability 
to select a wide variety of plants to grow in and around the chestnut orchards allows Neiger 
and other multi-layer farmers to cultivate environments that can host the maximum 
number of both wild and domestic animal species. 

Neiger released chickens on the land that, rather than eating corn and feed, will dine on 
food they actually prefer – rodents, insects, worms, as well as wild seeds and nuts. All of this 
turns their eggs into a natural color rich in healthier fats and nutrients. 

This marriage of the canopy, cover crops, ground crops, and animals is what Neiger and 
other multi-story farmers are looking to master. It allows them to produce varying amounts 
of a large variety of different food sources, while sustaining all the environmental services 
provided by trees, like soil enrichment. 

Source: https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/forest-farming-to-reverse-1000-years-of-
destructive-land-use-practices/ 
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